Middle School/High School CLR Lesson
(5+ Days)
Title: Journey to Ghana and Mali (7th Grade)
California State
Standards
(7th grade)

Standard: 7.4.1
Study the Niger River and the relationship of vegetation zones of forest,
savannah, and desert to trade in gold, salt, food, and slaves; and the growth of
the Ghana and Mali empires.
Writing Standard for Literacy in History/Social Studies 6-12
Text Types and Purpose
1. Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content.
a. Introduce claim(s) about a topic or issue, acknowledge and distinguish
the claim(s) from alternate or opposing claims, and organize the
reading and evidence logically.
b. Support claim(s) with logical reasoning and relevant, accurate data and
evidence that demonstrate an understanding of the topic or text, using
credible sources.
Production and Distribution of Writing
3. Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development,
organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.
Range of Writing
10. Write routinely over extended time frames (time for reflection and revision)
and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of
discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and audiences.

Mentor Text(s)

Content
Objectives

Instructional Foci

Depth of
Knowledge Level

~ 7th Grade Curriculum Textbooks (I.e. History Alive! Unit #3 By TCI)
~ Reading Nonfiction: Notice & Note - Stances, Signposts, and Strategies
by Beers & Probst
~ Visible Learning for Literacy by Fisher, Frey & Hattie
~ Academic Moves for College and Career Readiness by Burke & Gilmore
Students are able to:
1. Students will use complex sentences to explain how actions and ideas
impact our world.
2. Students will have the enduring understanding that the actions and
ideas of Ghana and Mali impacted those civilizations much as the
students’ actions and ideas impact their world.
• Culturally and Linguistically Responsive Pedagogy
• Academic Moves
• Notice & Note
• Visible Learning
DOK 1: Brainstorm ideas, concepts, problems, or perspectives related to a
topic or concept. Recall and locate basic details.
DOK 2: Give examples
DOK 3: Support ideas with details and examples. Explain ideas using

supporting evidence. Justify or critique conclusions drawn
DOK 4: Analyze discourse styles
Essential
Questions
Access Strategies

How do our actions and ideas impact our world?
Any of the 6 Access Strategies from the EL Master Plan page 91
Making Cultural Connections
Contrastive Analysis
Communal & Cooperative Learning
Instructional Conversations
Academic Language Development
Advanced Graphic Organizers

CLR Protocols
Materials
(Resource
Attachments)

Key Vocabulary

Think/Pair/Share, Think, Ink, Pair, Share-Pick A Stick- Roll' Em- Raise a
Righteous Hand-Call and Response-Give One, Get One-Round Robin
● Student Handout 1 GRAPES
● Student Handout 2 Performance Task
● Student Handout 3 Actions/Ideas Chart
● Student Handout 4 Graphic Organizers
● Document 1 Ghana Background Reading
● Document 2 Mali Background Reading
● Document 3 Ghana Primary Sources
● Document 4 Mali Primary Sources
● Document 5 Close Reading Procedures
Students may need frontloading of the following terms:
Tier 2 Words
Demise
Agriculturally
Cultivation
Prosperity
Vast
Nomadic
Tribute
Inhabited
Profess
Turban
Dons
Tier 3 Words
Trans-Saharan Trade
Levies
Humility
Dejection
Abhorrence
Sultan

Dinar

Tier 2 words will be defined for students within text. Teachers are encouraged
to teach these terms within the context of the document. To enhance
academic vocabulary development students can also use Word Mapping or

Frayer Model graphic organizers to build on students’ conceptual knowledge
of words, give students multiple interaction with key vocabulary and deepens
students’ understanding of words and its relationship to their own lives.

Culminating Task

Task:
Using the background essay and primary source documents you are to:
1. Outline an essay that builds an argument in response to the prompt.
a. Select three categories of GRAPES.
b. Using the prompt as a stem, make a claim that determines what impact
the actions
c. and ideas of Ghana and Mali had on the GRAPES of each civilization.
i. Provide three pieces of evidence from the documents to support
your
ii. argument.
iii. Provide citations for each piece of evidence selected.
2. Write the essay.
Your writing should contain some of following words:
• Demise
• Agriculturally
• Cultivation
• Prosperity
• Vast
• Nomadic
• Tribute
• Inhabited
• Profess
• Turban
• Dons
• Trans-Saharan Trade
• Dinar
• Levies
• Humility
• Dejection
• Abhorrence Sultan

Extension
Activities:

Extension Activities:
Research more on Ghani and Mali clothing, customs and other aspects of
African culture.
• Look at the images of the Kente cloth and discuss.
• Recognize Kente cloth as an African ceremonial cloth.
• Make a paper weaving using a Kente cloth design.
• Understand the principles of pattern - to define pattern as lines, colors
and shapes that repeat or alternate.
• Create own personal meanings for colors.
• Give the opportunity for students to express their opinions on their
work.

Lesson Activities
Day 1
Engagement Video: Ghana and Mali: Students will get an understanding
of the geographical features and cultures of Ghana and Mali.
Ghana: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tzXARwHs-YQ
Mali: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjwH1WO3n98
Quick Write
• Begin by having students write a short response to the essential
question,
“How do our actions and ideas impact our world?”
• Once students finish with their writing, ask students to share their
writing with a partner using the Discussion Protocol “Give One,
Get One.”
• Using a Call and Response such as “Are you ready—Yes I’m
ready,” to bring students back.
• Using Raise a Righteous Hand Participation Protocol, select
three students to share with the whole group.
Introduce GRAPES
• Begin by explaining the concept of classification as being a method of
organization to students and that they classify things in their ordinary
lives (large, small, etc.).
• Write the acronym GRAPES on the board vertically. Distribute Student
Handout 1. Explain to students that when we study and analyze
societies and civilizations, we can categorize their features into six
significant categories: Geography, Religion, Achievements, Politics,
Economics, and Social Structures.
• Have students complete their definition with a simple image that helps
reinforce the concept of geography. Then, generate some specific
examples of things that might fall under “Geography.”
• Continue with the remaining terms (Religion, Achievements, Politics,
Economics, and Social Structures). Have students work with a partner
to complete the examples and images. Each student receives
handout 1.
• Once students have finish completing their GRAPES graphic organizer,
using the Participation Protocol “Pick a Stick,” select three pairs to
share two categories from their GRAPES graphic organizer.
• Finally, review what GRAPES is to confirm that students
are comfortable with the concept of GRAPES.
Annotating the Performance Task
• Working with a partner or a small group, students will annotate the
prompt for the performance task, ensuring they understand what is
being asked of them.

•

•
•
•
•
•

Students should begin by reading the performance task background
and scenario. As they read, have students write in the margin keywords
that
will help them identify what the task is asking them to accomplish.
Next, have students read the task section. In the space next to the
vocabulary, have students jot down notes that get to the gist of the task.
Then, have students rewrite the task on the back of the prompt page.
Next, have students discuss the task with their partner/group to identify
any areas of concern.
Using a “Call and Response” bring students back.
Using the Participation Protocol “Raise a Righteous Hand,” select
three students to share out their understanding of the task.

Middle School/High School CLR Lesson
(5+ Days)
Title: Journey to Ghana and Mali
Lesson Activities
Day 2
Have students review Day 1’s Performance Task annotations to remind them
of what they are being asked to complete. Then, using Roll’Em ask students
what the letters in the GRAPES organizer stand for.
• Analysis of Ghana /GRAPES Organizer
Distribute Document 1 to students. Tell students that they are going to
engage in a close read of an essay that will teach them about Ghana.
While reading, students should:
• First Read
While reading, students should:
1. Circle any words they do not know.
2. Highlight or underline anything they read connected to GRAPES.
3. Put a plus in the margin for paragraphs they understand and a question
mark next to any paragraph that causes confusion.
4.Use the “Notice & Note” 3 question stance: What surprised you? What did
the author think you already knew? What changed, challenged, or confirmed
what you already know?
Document 5 should be used as a reference for students as they read closely.
• Second Read
Next, the teacher should read the text aloud to the students, defining words
when needed, clarifying any areas of student confusion, and double checking
that students have been able to correctly identify the concepts related in
equality in the reading. The teacher may use a class poster of the Personal
Thesaurus to validate and affirm students’ existing knowledge base of words
and concepts in the reading.
• Third Read
Students should partner read the document.

When the students have finished the reading have them complete the text
dependent questions by completing a Think, Ink, Pair, Share. This is similar
to a Think, Pair, Share except students record their answers before sharing
with a partner.
After students have completed the questions, have a few students share their
answers with the class to check for understanding. When students share, the
teacher should have them refer explicitly back to the text.
Finally, have students record any information related the GRAPES of Ghana
on Student Handout 4.
Have students partner read, Student A and Student B, alternating per
section.
Assign the reading in sections and have students read them and discuss
the sections as they read using Constructive Conversation Skills.
Create (Sharing our ideas)
Clarify (Making our ideas clearer)
Fortify (Support our ideas)
Negotiate (Make our ideas stronger)
Teacher tip: According to Visible Learning for Literacy by Fisher, Frey &
Hattie, The evidence suggests that the students who benefit most from
classroom discussion are those who are struggling to comprehend text. The
effect size for classroom discussion = 0.82 on the barometer of influence for
implementing practices that work best to accelerate student learning.
Remind students to read the questions before they begin reading the text.
Provide sentence stems for students who are struggling to begin writing
•

Analysis of Mali /GRAPES Organizer
Distribute Document 2 to students. Tell students that they are going to
engage in a close read of an essay that will teach them about Mali.
While reading, students should:
• First Read
While reading, students should:
1. Circle any words they do not know.
2. Highlight or underline anything they read connected to
GRAPES.
3. Put a plus in the margin for paragraphs they understand
and a question mark next to any paragraph that causes confusion.
4.Use the “Notice & Note” 3 question stance: What surprised you? What did
the author think you already knew? What changed, challenged, or confirmed
what you already know?
Document 5 should be used as a reference for students as they read closely.
• Second Read
Next, the teacher should read the text aloud to the students, defining words
when needed, clarifying any areas of student confusion, and double checking
that students have been able to correctly identify the concepts related in

equality in the reading. The teacher may use a class poster of the Personal
Thesaurus to validate and affirm students’ existing knowledge base of words
and concepts in the reading.
• Third Read
Students should partner to read the document.
When the students have finished the reading have them complete the text
dependent questions by completing a Think, Ink, Pair, Share. This is similar
to a Think, Pair, Share except students record their answers before sharing
with a partner.
After students have completed the questions, have a few students share their
answers with the class to check for understanding. When students share, the
teacher should have them refer explicitly back to the text.
Finally, have students record any information related the GRAPES of Mali on
Student Handout 4.
•

Have students partner read, Student A and Student B, alternating per
section.
• Assign the reading in sections and have students read them and
discuss the sections as they read using Constructive Conversation
Skills.
Create (Sharing our ideas)
Clarify (Making our ideas clearer)
Fortify (Support our ideas)
Negotiate (Make our ideas stronger)
•
Remind students to read the questions before they begin reading the
text.
• Provide sentence stems for students who are struggling to begin
writing.

Middle School/High School CLR Lesson
(5+ Days)
Title: Journey to Ghana and Mali
Lesson Activities
Day 3
Complete Mali Reading/GRAPES Organizer
Have students complete any work they did not finish on Day 2.
• Rereading for a different purpose
Students will reread parts of the background readings for a different purpose
than they did in previous readings. Today, students will read solely for the
purpose of finding actions and ideas of Ghana and Mali and determining the
impact these actions and ideas had on each of the civilizations.

•

•

•

Document 1, Ghana, in pairs students will read “The Empire of
Ghana” and “The End of Ghana” stopping after each paragraph to
compare their understanding of the paragraph. Using a different color
than they used in the previous annotation activity, students should
star any actions or ideas they find and the corresponding impacts of the
actions and ideas.
Document 2, Mali, in pairs students will read “The Beginnings of Mali”
and “The Golden Age of Mali” stopping after each paragraph to
compare their understanding of the paragraphs. Using a different color
than they used in the previous annotation activity, students should
star and actions or ideas they find and the corresponding impacts of the
actions and ideas.
Using the “Round Robin Participation Protocol,” students
complete Mali Reading/GRAPES Organizer.

Have students complete any work they did not finish on Day 2.

Middle School/High School CLR Lesson
(5+ Days)
Title: Journey to Ghana and Mali

Lesson Activities
Day 4
Using the protocol Whip Around, review Day 3’s lesson on the background
readings of Ghana and Mali with students by letting them share something
they learned about Ghana or Mali. Have a discussion on what a quote is and
remind them of how they categorized features into the GRAPES organizers on
Day 1.
• Primary Source Analysis
Students will analyze excerpts from the descriptions of Ghana and Mali,
Documents 3 and 4. The teacher should lead the class in a whole group
analysis of the first quotation. The class should read the quote and categorize
it as either G, R, A, P, E, or S. Next, the teacher should assist students in
selecting evidence from the text that led the students to the specific category
of GRAPES.
Be sure to have students focus on the evidence they select in support of their
categorization instead of the categorization itself.
Next, have students use the protocol Round Robin Brainstorm to work in a
group and analyze a quote and categorize it.
Finally, have students work in partners to analyze a quote.

Culminating
Activity

•

Revisiting the Performance Task
Have students revisit their work of annotating the prompt, Student
Handout 2.

•

Writing
The teacher should allow the students the remainder of the class
period to complete the writing task.

Task:
Using the background essay and primary source documents you are to:
1. Outline an essay that builds an argument in response to the prompt.
d. Select three categories of GRAPES.
e. Using the prompt as a stem, make a claim that determines what impact
the actions
f. and ideas of Ghana and Mali had on the GRAPES of each civilization.
iv. Provide three pieces of evidence from the documents to support
your
v. argument.
vi. Provide citations for each piece of evidence selected.
2. Write the essay.
Your writing should contain some of following words:
• Demise
• Agriculturally
• Cultivation
• Prosperity
• Vast

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nomadic
Tribute
Inhabited
Profess
Turban
Dons
Trans-Saharan Trade
Dinar
Levies
Humility
Dejection
Abhorrence Sultan

Use Academic Moves – Appendix II to help students write more effective
analytical sentences and paragraphs. It will help students arrange their ideas
and paragraphs as they draft and revise.

Continue
Culminating
Activity

Lesson Activities
Day 5
• Complete Writing
Allow students additional time to complete the writing task.
Continue using Academic Moves – Appendix II to help students write more
effective analytical sentences and paragraphs. It will help students arrange
their ideas and paragraphs as they draft and revise.
Extension Activities:
Research more on Ghani and Mali clothing, customs and other aspects of
African culture.
• Look at the images of the Kente cloth and discuss.
• Recognize Kente cloth as an African ceremonial cloth.
• Make a paper weaving using a Kente cloth design.
• Understand the principles of pattern - to define pattern as lines, colors
and shapes that repeat or alternate.
• Create own personal meanings for colors.
• Give the opportunity for students to express their opinions on their work.

Extension Lesson Activities
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Lesson Plan: Kente Cloth - What is that old blanket?
Social Studies, Visual Arts and Language Arts
Objectives:
Recognize Kente cloth as an African ceremonial cloth.
Make a paper weaving using a Kente cloth design.
Understand the principles of pattern - to define pattern as lines, colors and shapes that repeat or
alternate.
Create own personal meanings for colors.
Give the opportunity for students to express their opinions on their work.
Activities:
Look at the image of the kente cloth and discuss.
Ask questions: What is the first thing you notice? What shapes and patterns do you see? What do
you think it is used for? Where do you think it came from? How do you think it was made?
Read kente cloth worksheet
Discuss what they have learnt from the worksheet. Ask questions: Who are the Asante? Where do

they come from? What is kente cloth? Who is Kwame Nkrumah?
Read through the questions and find the answers from the worksheet.
Show and discuss what the colors mean in the kente cloth – use kente cloth colors sheet.
Discuss color. Ask questions: What is your favorite color? What do certain colors mean to you? This
will help associate color as a form of symbolism. Encourage them to write down meanings for their
colors. Discuss making a weaving and the visual elements to create a pattern.
Demonstrate how to paper weave - use paper-weaving worksheet to guide students through.
When completed ask students to prepare a written and verbal presentation to discuss their personal
designs:
Why they choose those particular colors, the reason they used a certain percentage of particular
colors and the name of their weaving. Does it tell a story or is it a reflection of their personality likes/dislikes? Keywords: Kente, pattern, warp, weft, loom, strip, weaving, symbolism
Extension lessons:
Research more on Asante culture and other aspects of Asante artwork
Research other African peoples and their artwork - Dogon, Yoruba, Bamana etc.
Re-read legend about weaving and using their imagination to literary weave the legend of weaving
and Anansi into a story about their weaving.
Assessment: Evaluate work sheet answers
Verbal questioning and answer to:
Identify kente as African ceremonial cloth
Describe where and when kente is worn and by whom
Describe how kente cloth is made
Written description of colors and associated meaning/s
Evaluate paper-weaving design, in the criteria include:
Use of symbolic colors
Pattern created by repeating and alternating lines and colors
A design that symbolizes a statement or proverb, which could be linked to personal identification
Resources:
Images of: Kente cloth, man working on a loom and a kente cloth being worn
Kente cloth worksheet and kente cloth question and answer sheet
Kente colors worksheet and paper-weaving worksheet
Needed: rulers, scissors, glue sticks, 12" x 18" construction paper variety of colors, 2" strips of
colored construction paper, 1/2" strips of colored construction paper
Kente Cloth: A close up section
Winter Exhibitions 2004 Bermuda National Gallery - Bermuda's art museum 2Kente Cloth, Mmeeda:
Something that has not happened before Asante, Ghana
Cotton and Silk, 80 x 126 inches
Kente cloth weaver, early C20th postcard.
http://www.adire.clara.net/kenteintro.htm
Winter Exhibitions 2004 Bermuda National Gallery - Bermuda's art museum 3A king wearing
adwinasa kentehttp://www.marshall.edu/akanart/cloth_kente.html
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What is that old blanket? That old blanket is a kente cloth.

Kente Cloth
An original kente cloth is a cloth made by the Asante in Ghana, a country in Africa.Kente cloth is
special as it is worn as a piece of clothing and each cloth design has a name and a special meaning.
The Origins
The origins of kente cloth date back to 12th century in Ghana, Africa. In the past royalty and important
figures of society wore the cloth, for special occasions but today kentecloth is worn by people of all
social status. Each design of cloth has a deep symbolic meaning and is used to say something - a
form of social and political commentary. It is a visual representation of moral, social, ethical,
philosophical values, history, social code of conduct and religious beliefs.
The Kente Cloth in the National Gallery
The name of the kente cloth in the National Gallery is mmeeda, which means “something that has not
happened before.” The term mmeeda holds it to be a symbol of ingenuity, perfection, innovation,
uniqueness and exceptional achievement.
This particular kente cloth design was worn by Kwame Nkrumah, a political leader, when his party
won an overwhelming victory in an election – the cloth symbolized the event as ‘it had not happened
before.”
More about Kwame Nkrumah
Nkrumah was important in Ghanaian history as he went on to lead Ghana to independence on March
6, 1957, becoming the first president in 1960 and eventually founded the Organization of African
Unity. Ghana was the first colonial country to gain independence in Africa. Kwame Nkrumah would
wear kente cloth strategically for political situations, another design he wore was Adwini asa meaning
“my skill is exhausted” or “I have done my best.”
In 1960 he presented to the General Assembly of the United Nations the largest known kente cloth,
measuring 12x20 feet, called Obaakofo Mmu Man or “one head cannot go into council” (two heads
are better than one). By the time Nkrumah was removed from office in 1966, he had worn kente cloth
to major political situations and in doing so he had helped to launch kente as a cloth as a symbol for
ideas and beliefs, and made people realize the significance of the kente cloth design.
African Colors
The choice of colors is important in each kente cloth design, as each color has a meaning. Nkrumah’s
choice of colors reinforced his status of leadership. His choice of colors for the Ghanaian flag has
symbolic meaning. Red for the blood of those who died in the struggle for independence, gold or
yellow for the country’s mineral wealth, green for the rich forest and black for the star of freedom for
all Africa. These colors can be seen again and again for other African countries.
Making a Kente Cloth
To make a kente cloth the Asante hand weave the yarn on a narrow horizontal loom. The weaver will
make strips of cloth that are about 3-5 inches wide and about 5-6 feet long.
Men, usually do weaving on traditional narrow looms, but women are involved in sewing the strips of
cloth together to form larger garments and marketing the finished product.
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Kente is made from cotton, silk, rayon, and 'shiny’ [lurex] thread. Then many strips are sewn together
to make a wider piece of cloth for both men and women. A man’s cloth may contain up to 24 strips
and measure about 5x8 feet. A woman’s two-piece cloth may contain 8-12 strips each.
The Weaving Legend
In the oral legend, told by the Asante, the spider Anansi taught the art of weaving to two brothers who
had discovered his web while on a hunting trip. Anansi also taught them how to spin and dye the
threads. Since then the Asante have used the strip looms Anansi taught them to build.

Object Made By Weaving
Objects made by strip weavers include blankets, bags, sheets, rugs, tent dividers, pillows, umbrellas,
shawls, head cloths, trousers, and robes. Strip-woven fabric is stronger and more durable than most
imported cloth and it is also more traditional than the mass-produced machine designs that are being
made today.
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